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Most of the existing research approaches for BP search are
based on typical measures such as linguistics, structure, and
behavior. However, other techniques from the field of
Information Retrieval (IR) may be applied to improve existing
results. Among these IR techniques, the multimodal search
reports good results among users; this is in part because
multimodal search combines different information types to
increase the accuracy of the results [2]. Moreover, clustering
techniques have been used in BP search to improve the results
display. Clustering techniques create groups of the BPs
obtained from the query. These groups are created based on
the similarity of the BPs.

Abstract—Due to the large volume of process repositories,
finding a particular process may become a difficult task. This
paper presents a method for indexing, search, and grouping
business processes models. The method considers linguistic and
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Behavior information is described using cumulative and nocontinuous n–grams. Grouping method is based on k-means
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using the K-means algorithm. Obtained results outperform the
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B

This paper presents an approach for clustering of BP
models based on multimodal search and cumulative and nocontinuous n-grams. Cumulative and no-continuous n-grams
allow us to analyze more linguistic information that traditional
n-grams. These n-grams are built following a tree shaped path
based on syntactical information. This method allows
reviewing the branches of the tree [3]. This approach unifies
linguistic and behavioral information features in one search
space while takes advantage of the clustering techniques for
improving results display, thus giving users an clear idea of
the retrieved BP [4].

I. INTRODUCTION

processes (BP) are composed of related and
structured activities or tasks that contribute to a business
goal. Consequently, BP models allow representing and
documenting and sharing companies’ internal procedures.
These models may be useful also to guide the development of
new products and support improvement of processes.
Notwithstanding the advantages of BP models, the
management of its repositories may become a big challenge.
The latter is because commonly these repositories store
hundreds or even thousands of BP models, that in turn are
made up of tens or hundreds of elements (tasks, roles and so
on) [1]. As a result, to find a particular BP matching specific
requirements may become a complex task.
USINESS

Firstly, this approach includes an indexing and search
method based on a multimodal mechanism that considers two
dimensions of the BP’s information. 1) linguistic information
which includes names and descriptions of BP elements (e.g.
activities, interfaces, messages, gates, and events). And 2)
behavior information represented as codebooks (text strings)
which include all the structural components representing
sequences of the control flow (i.e. the union of two or more
components of the control flow simulates the formation of
cumulative and no-continuous N-grams) [5], [6]. Secondly,
the present approach includes a technique for grouping BP
based on affinity. This grouping uses a clustering technique
based on the both dimensions of the BP aforementioned.
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The present approach is based on a multimodal mechanism
previously described in [4] and introduces improvements in
two areas. By using cumulative no-continuous n-grams, more
elements of control flow may be represented and analyzed
during the search and indexing process. In addition, the
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clustering mechanism was improved to avoid overlapping (BP
results can not belong to many groups simultaneously) and
increase the homogeneity of groups. The latter improvements
were achieved by implementing k-means algorithm, and by
performing more iterations of the algorithm for selecting the
best group. Finally clusters are tagged (labeled) based on their
functionality using a Suffix Array algorithm.
The evaluation of the proposed approach was done using a
BP repository created collaboratively by experts [7]. The
results obtained using the present approach, were compared
with the results of other state-of-the-art algorithms. This
comparison was performed using measures from information
retrieval domain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work, Section 3 describes the proposed
approach, Section 4 presents the evaluation, and finally
Section 5 describes conclusions and future works.

Unlike these approaches, the present approach uses a
multimodal representation of BP models. Equally, clustering
techniques are used to improve the results display. This
clustering is based on grouping similar BP in the same group,
which facilitates the display of results obtained from in a
query.
III. SEARCHING AND CLUSTERING OF BP MODELS
The main tasks of the present approach are i) Indexing (to
include a new BP into the repository) and ii) search and
clustering (to search BPs similar to the user query). Next, both
tasks are described.
A. Indexing task
This task uses business rules to manage and pre-process BP
models before indexing and storing in the repository. This
task includes textual processing and generation of a search
index. Next, the modules responsible for implementing these
rules are described (Fig. 1), namely: 1) Parser and 2) Indexing
and Weighting.

II. RELATED WORKS
The proposed approach is focused on two strategies:
searching and clustering of BP models. This section presents
main research works on both strategies.
Regarding searching, most of the existing approaches for
BP search are based on measures such as linguistics, structure,
and behavior. Linguistic-based approaches use, for example,
the name or description of activities or events. Later during
the search process, some techniques are used, such as spacevector representation with a frequency of terms (TF), and
cosine similarity to generate the rankings of results [8].
Approaches based on association rules analyze previous
executions of business processes using log files. During the
search, activity patterns and phrases related to business
process activities are identified using domain ontologies.
Besides, in order to create a list of results, a heuristic
component that determines the frequency of detected patterns
is employed [9]. Approaches based on genetic algorithms use
formal representations (graphs or state machines) of BPs and
include data such as the number of inputs and outputs per
node, edge labels, nodes name or description. Although this
method may achieve precise results, execution time may be
very high [10]. Most of the works in this area merely match
inputs and/or outputs, using textual information of BP
elements.
Regarding clustering, approaches may be classified into
hierarchical and partitional clustering. Hierarchical clustering
builds a hierarchy of groups based on structural and
behavioral similarity of BP. These proposals allow users to
review the hierarchy and choose a set with greater similarity
according to their criteria [11], [12], [13]. Partitional
clustering uses log files containing previous executions of BP.
In this case the clustering algorithm groups BP with similar
behavior based on the control-flow and data-flow found in
their log files [14], [15], [4].
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Fig 1. Indexing task: Include a new BP in the repository

Parser: The parser implements an algorithm that takes a BP
described in BPMN notation and builds linguistic and
structural components (codebook), this component also
generates a search index consisting of two arrays by each BP
model: an array MC of textual features and another MCd of
structural components. The algorithm is described below.
Formation of linguistic component (Linguistic): Then the
algorithm takes each BPi, extracts its textual characteristics Ct
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(activity name, activity type, and description) and forms a
vector Vtci = {Cti,1, Cti,2, ..., Cti,l, ..., Cti,L}, where L is the
number of textual characteristics found in BPi. at this point,
traditional pre-processing task area applied to textual
components, namely, tokenize, lower case filtering, stop
words removal, and stemming. For each vector Vtci, which
represents a BPi, a row of matrix MCil is constructed. This
row contains the linguistic component of all BPs stored in the
repository. In this matrix, array i represents each BP and l a
textual characteristic for each of them.

Scrip4}, where StartEvent_TaskUser1 corresponds to the
concatenation of Star Event with the Evaluate clients payment
activity, similarly to the other components.

Formation of codebook component (Structural): A
codebook Cd is a set of N structural components describing
one or more nodes of the BP in the form of text strings. The
set of codebooks formed from the whole repository is called
the codebook component matrix. This matrix is formed by
taking each tree that represent each BP in the repository. For
example, Fig 2, shows a fragment of a BPi with its activities.
Each activity is represented with a text string defining the
node type (StartEvent, TaskUser, TaskService). The node type
refers to the functionality of each activity within the BP.
Codebooks are formed simulating the technique of
traditional n-grams. These codebooks are sequences of textual
elements: words, lexical item, grammatical labels, etc.
arranged according to the order of appearance in the analyzed
information. This method differs from previous works where
traditional n-grams are formed with two components (N = 2,
bigrams) [4]. Aditionally, in the present approach, the
representation includes cumulative and no-continuous ngrams with N = 1 (unigrams), N = 2 (bigrams), N = 3
(trigrams) and so on until a maximum value of N = M. Ngrams had shown to be convenient for the tree based
representation of business processes. Next, a sample of BP is
shown in Fig 2, and then in Table 1 the correspondence
between activities of the BP in Fig. 2 and their node types are
presented. Next, all codebooks for the BP are shown.

Fig 2. Types of component in Business process

Fig. 3. Size-2 codebook

In Fig 4. {StartEvent_TaskUser_RouteParalle1, Task
User_RouteParallel_TaskService2, TaskUser_RouteParallel_
TaskScrip3}.

TABLE 1.
EXAMPLE OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE BP IN FIGURE 2 AND THEIR TYPES

Activity
Start
Evaluate clients payment
Route
Client status report
Recalculating debt

Type
StartEvent
TaskUser
RouteParallel
TaskService
TaskScript

Fig 4. Size-3 codebook

As can be seen, as n-gram size grows a bigger part of the
sequential path is covered (by concatenating its components),
for example, in logical gates there exist bifurcation. As shown
in Fig 4, in the codebook 2 the bifurcation goes from activity
A to activity B, consequently, according to the property of
cumulative and non continuos n-grams [3], it is possible to
form the codebook 3 from activity A to Activity B.
Fig 5, {StartEvent_TaskUser_RouteParalle_Task Service1,
StartEvent_TaskUser_RouteParalle_TaskScrip2}.
As can be observed, the cumulative and non- continuous n grams can cover a significant part of the tree representing the

A codebook of n-grams representing the process described
in Fig 2 is composed of n-grams which vary in size from 1 to
4 (M=4). n-grams of size 1 are: {StartEvent, TaskUser,
RouteParallel, TaskService, TaskService}, on the other hand,
n-grams of size 2, 3 and 4 are formed as described in Fig. 3, 4,
and 5.
In Fig. 3, {StartEvent_TaskUser1, TaskUser_Route
Parallel2, RouteParallel_TaskService3, RouteParallel_Task
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terms vector q = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tj, ..., tJ}. The same preprocessing mechanism applied in the indexing task (parser) is
applied to the BP query, thus obtaining the terms of the query
vector reduced to their lexical root and the cumulative and
continuous n-grams of the query.

semantic behavior of BP. The latter demonstrates that the
control flow of the BP can be fully analyzed.
Unlike traditional n-grams, codebooks formed by
cumulative and no-continuous n-grams provide a better and
higher representation of processes control flow and behavior
semantics. These codebooks allow better representation of the
BPs as they are formed by joining control flow sequences.
Behavior semantics of business processes describes the
activities and its execution order [12]. It is important to note
that as codebooks increase in size, they represent better the
behavior semantics of processes.

Query forms: In this component, the user has forms that
correspond to the graphical user interface (GUI). These forms
allow selecting the search options and displaying the lists of
the results and the created groups.
Conceptual ratings: This component sorts and filters the
BP retrieval from the search. The ordering is done using one
adaptation of the equation of conceptual score (used by
Lucene library) [19].

Fig 5. Size-4 codebook

Finally, the codebooks vector for sample BP of Fig. 2 is
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 = {StartEvent, TaskUser, RouteParallel, TaskService,
TaskService, StartEvent_TaskUser, TaskUser_RouteParallel,
RouteParallel_TaskService, RouteParallel_TaskScrip, Start
Event_TaskUser_RouteParalle, TaskUser_RouteParallel_Task
Service, TaskUser_RouteParallel_TaskScrip, StartEvent_Task
User_RouteParalle_TaskService, StartEvent_TaskUser_Route
Paralle_TaskScrip}.
The cumulative and no-continuous n-grams concept can be
used for terms (linguistic features) presented in BPs, but in
this proposal, they just were used for the behavioral features
(control flow).
Indexing and weighting: In this component, the linguistic
and codebook components are weighted to create a
multimodal search index MI composed of the matrix of the
linguistic component (MC) and the codebook component
matrix (MCd) i.e. 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = {𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑 ∪ 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀}. The index also
saves the reference to the physical file of each of the models
stored in the repository.
Weighting: Next, this component built the term by
document matrix applies a weighting scheme of terms similar
to that proposed in the vector space model for document
representation, this approach is described elsewhere [16][17].
This weighting scheme is based on the original proposal of
Salton [18].

Fig 6. Searching and clustering task

List of results (Ranking): this component shows the results
of the search to the user, in order to be analyzed.
Clustering process: Once the results are ranked, they are
grouped using the K-means clustering algorithm [20]. Thus,
the results are organized in groups of BP which are correlated
according to textual and structural features.
K-means: The algorithm receives as input the number of
groups (k-clusters, for performing the experiments in the
assessment, we use values of k between 4 and 5 based on the
recommendation presented in [13] to be formed). Then, k BPs
are randomly selected to represent the starting centroids of
each group. Later, each BP in the result list is assigned to the
closest cluster centroid according to a distance function
(where the most used one is the cosines similarity). For each
one of the formed groups, the centroid of all these BP is

B. Search task
This task is responsible for allowing users to conduct BP
searches using three query options: linguistic, codebook, and
multimodal (see Fig. 6). Each query is represented using a
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the MultiSearchBP model [21] (from now on LingoBP) and
BPClustering for grouping [22] (from now on HC). LingoBP
uses two component, firstly a multimodal search based on bygrams (n = 2) and then clustering based on the Lingo
algorithm. HC uses cosine coefficient to measure the
similarity between two process models and implements an
agglomerative hierarchical algorithm for clustering.
The evaluation was conducted in two phases: 1) internal
assessment and 2) external assessment.
The first phase involves the application of internal metrics
for clustering analysis that do not require human intervention.
These metrics are used to identify how close or distant BPs
are from each other in the formed groups. The used metrics
are described below.

calculated. Centroids are taken as new centers of their
respective groups. The steps of the K-means algorithm are
described below:
– Step 1: the algorithm selects k BP to be used as initial
centroids (k is the number of groups to be formed);
– Step 2: each BP is added to the group with the highest
similarity or proximity;
– Step 3: the algorithm calculates the centroid of each group
to be new centroids.
– Step 4: if a convergence criterion is not reached return to
step 2. For example, if the classification of BP is not
changed.
Labeling: most of the clustering algorithms create groups
without labels that allow identifying its content. Conversely,
the present approach adopted a labeling method based on
Suffix Arrays to determine the content of each group created
(i.e., related to the purpose or functionality of BP models) and
to ease user’s interaction with the results. Thus, users may get
a better idea of groups to review.
The labeling process starts creating a snippet (S) using
tasks names. These tasks describe functionalities of BP
models that compose the group to be labeled. Subsequently,
chain S is pre-processed and converted to lowercase. Later,
special characters and empty words are removed from S.
Finally, an array of suffixes As is created. This array is
ordered lexicographically to find most common phrases in S
that identify the group content.
In the labeling algorithm, S is processed as a character
set 𝑆𝑆 = {𝑠𝑠1 , 𝑠𝑠2 , 𝑠𝑠3 , 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 }. From this set, a new set S´[i ,j] is
formed, i.e., an array of sub-strings of S, which runs from
index i to index j. After that, an array of integers As is created
containing initial positions of suffixes in S ordered
lexicographically. Then, As[i] stores the starting position of
the i-th smallest suffix in S. Afterwards, the array of
substrings S´ is traversed using a binary search that aims to
find the most common and with higher length suffix. The
search starts with a separator of terms (in the case we have
used the character $) and the subsequently found suffix is
returned for labeling the BP group.

Sum of squares Between clusters (SSB): this measures the
separation between clusters (high values are desired). In
Equation 3, k is the number of clusters, nj is the number of
elements in the cluster j, cj is the centroid of cluster j, and x is
the mean of the data set [23]:
𝑘𝑘

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = � 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 − 𝑥𝑥̅ )2 .

Sum-of-squares within cluster (SSW): this measures the
variance (low values are desired) within groups, based on
each of the existing elements in each group [23]:
𝑘𝑘

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = � � 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥)2 ,

(2)

𝑖𝑖=1 𝑥𝑥 ∊𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖

where k is the number of clusters, x is a point in the cluster ci
and mi is the centroid from cluster ci.
Table 2 shows the results of the internal evaluation.
Regarding SSB, N-gramClusterBP reached an average value
of 0.510. This result evidence the high separation of the
created groups since the elements are assigned to the cluster
having higher similarity and the intermediate elements
between groups are removed. N-gramClusterBP outperforms
HC in 0.09 and outperforms LingoBP in 0.14. Regarding
SSW, elements variation between groups created using NgramClusterBP is low. This good result show that BPs in the
same group share similarly textual and structural features.

Display clusters: This component displays the formed
groups in organized and structured way. This structure
enables users to review and select the group with higher
similarity with the query.

TABLE 2.
RESULTS OF INTERNAL ASSESSMENT OF THE GROUPING
Algorithm
N-gramClusterBP
LingoBP
HC

IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Results obtained using the present approach, were
compared with the results of the manual evaluation performed
on a closed test set, which is presented in [7]. This closed test
set was created collaborative by 59 experts in business
process management. In addition, the results of the present
clustering multimodal (from now on N-gramClusterBP)
approach were also compared with the results of grouping of
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(1)

𝑗𝑗=1

SSB
0,510
0,350
0,420

SSW
0,048
0,070
0,065

The second phase, external assessment is focused on the
quality of clustering by comparing groups created by
automatic grouping techniques with groups generated by
domain experts.
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the groups created with N-gramClusterBP were placed in the
same groups that the manual (ideal) grouping. The latter can
be explained by the absence of overlapping (BPs existing in
many groups simultaneously) in N-gramClusterBP. As a
result, N-gramClusterBP approach reduces the false negatives
(FN) as the groups are assigned to the groups with higher
similarity. Conversely, in LingoBP the number of elements
per group decreases the value of true positives (TP) (BPs in
the same group which was created by the manual grouping).
Regarding F-measure, N-gramClusterBP (57%) achieves 12%
more than LingoBP and 9% more that HC. The latter allows
inferring that the created groups are more relevant and similar
to groups created manually by the experts.

In this phase, metrics such as weighing precision, weighing
recall, and weighing F-measure were used. To evaluate
weighing precision (Equation 3), weighing recall (Equation 4)
and weighing F-measure (Equation 5), the groups’ set {C1, C2,
…, Ck} automatically created with evaluated approaches were
compared with the ideal groups’ collection {𝐶𝐶1𝑖𝑖 , 𝐶𝐶2𝑖𝑖 , … , 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑖 }
generated collaboratively by experts [24]. During assessment,
the following steps were performed: (a) for each group 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 in
the ideal set, a group 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 was found in the automatically
generated set which most closely approximates to the first
group. Later, the following metrics are calculated: 𝑃𝑃(𝐶𝐶, 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 ),
𝑅𝑅(C, C i ) and 𝐹𝐹(𝐶𝐶, 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 ) as defined in Equations 6, 7 and 8; (b)
to calculate the weighting precision, weighting recall and
weighting F-measure based on Equation 8.
𝑃𝑃(𝐶𝐶, 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 ) =

𝑅𝑅(𝐶𝐶, 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 ) =

𝐹𝐹(𝐶𝐶, 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 ) =

𝑃𝑃 =

𝑅𝑅

1

𝑇𝑇
1

�𝐶𝐶 ∩ 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 �

(3)

|𝐶𝐶|

�𝐶𝐶 ∩ 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 �

(4)

�𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 �

2𝑃𝑃�𝐶𝐶,𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 �𝑅𝑅�𝐶𝐶,𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 �

(5)

𝑃𝑃�𝐶𝐶,𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 �+𝑅𝑅�𝐶𝐶,𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖 �

∑ℎ𝑗𝑗=1�𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 � 𝑃𝑃�𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 , 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 �

= ∑𝑗𝑗=1�𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 � 𝑅𝑅�𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 , 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 �
𝑇𝑇
2𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝐹𝐹 =
; 𝑇𝑇 = ∑ℎ𝑗𝑗=1�𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 �
𝑃𝑃+𝑅𝑅

(6)
(7)

ℎ

(8)

Fig 7. Results in the external clustering evaluation

𝑖𝑖

In Equation 8, C is a group of BP models, 𝐶𝐶 is a group
from the ideal set. Fig 7 shows the average values of
Precision, Recall, and F-Measure for the assessment of groups
created using of N-gramClusterBP, LingoBP and HC.
Regarding the precision, best results were achieved with NgramClusterBP. This algorithm increases precision by 16%
compared with (LingoBP) and 12% compared to HC. This
result is due to the high number of similar elements of the
control flow and textual information that can be found both in
the groups generated using N-gramClusterBP and in the ideal
set. Moreover, the combination of structural and textual
information used in N-gramClusterBP allows creating groups
with greater similarity with the groups created by experts. The
latter occurs because human experts consider several data
types existing in the BPs.
On the other hand, groups formed by the (LingoBP) contain
shared BPs, i.e., BP that belong to various groups, which
increases the number of Falses Negative (NF) (BPs placed in
groups different to the one that was expected) and
consequently the Pg was reduced. Regarding HC, the values
are explained by the fact that only structural information was
used during the formation of groups. Besides, this formation
of groups is done statically, that is, one BP is assigned to one
group and cannot be assigned to another group with higher
similarity in a posterior iteration.
Regarding Recall, N-gramClusterBP increases Recall by
5% in comparison to LingoBP and 3% in comparison to HC
(N-gramClusterBP 47%, LingoBP with 44% and HC with
45%). The Recall value reached shows that more elements in
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an approach for improving the
recovery, and clustering of business processes (BP) presented
in [4]. The presented approach uses a multimodal search
method based on cumulative and no-continuous n-grams of
behavioral (structural) features. The use of textual information
and structural information in multimodal index offers greater
flexibility and precision in queries.
Results of the internal assessment show that using textual
and structural information offers more compact BP groups
because elements in the same group share diverse features.
Moreover, by eliminating the overlapping (BP Models that
may exist in several groups at the same time), NgramClusterBP creates groups with more similar elements and
also provides greater separation between the created groups.
The grouping process using N-gramClusterBP showed a
high similarity (75% of precision) with the grouping
performed by experts. This similarity is higher that the
similarity achieved by LingoBP (63%) and HC (66%). This
result can be explained by the absence of overlapping
(elements in many groups simultaneously) and high
refinement of groups (by performing iterations for assigning
the most similar group) in N-gramClusterBP.
Future work includes adding specific domain ontologies to
the proposed model; this will make possible including
semantics to the search process, achieving more precise
results. Equally, future work will be focused on the
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assessment of labeling method to determine if created labels
help users to identify more easily information and
functionality in the created groups. Finally, a hierarchical
clustering method will be incorporated to create categories
and subcategories of existing BP models in the repository.
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